THE AIR SMELLS LIKE TSAMBA
空气中有糌粑的味儿。

1] The tent door is open. 帐篷的门开着。

2] Air comes through the door. 空气从门外涌入。

3] It is warm air. 空气是暖暖的。

4] It is a warm day. 暖和的一天。

5] The air smells like tsamba. 空气中有糌粑的味儿。

6] It smells like fresh tsamba. 闻着一股新鲜糌粑味儿。

7] It smells good. 闻着很不错。

8] It makes the boy hungry. 味道使小孩觉着饿了。

9] The boy makes a ball of tsamba. 小在捏糌粑。

10] He sits down. 他坐下了。

11] He eats the ball of tsamba. 他吃着糌粑。

12] He drinks a bowl of tea, too. 他还喝了一碗茶。
VOCABULARY

air མཁའདགས | 空气
ball of tsamba 一块糌粑
door བོ | 门
eats མཆོག | 吃
good ལྷང་པོ | 好的
hungry རོགསཔ | 饥饿的

comes ཡོངབ | 来
day ཉིམོ ཉིན | 一天
drinks འང | 喝
wants རོ་སོགས | 想

makes ལསཔའམ་བཟོབ | 制做 使得
doors ར | 帐篷

through བ.དནས | 通过
too བ.དནས ཡང འང | 也
too བ.དནས ཡང འང | 也
too བ.དནས ཡང འང | 也
too བ.དནས ཡང འང | 也
too བ.དནས ཡང འང | 也
too བ.དནས ཡང འང | 也
too བ.དནས ཡང འང | 也

Write the missing letters in the blanks.

1] a _ r 8] ea_s 15] smell_ l_ke
2] b_ ll_f ts_mb_ 9] go_d 16] te_t
3] bo__ o_ te_ 10] hu_g_y 17] th_ou_h
4] c_me_ 11] mak_s 18] too
6] do_r 13] si_s do_n 20] wa_m
7] dr__ ks 14] smel_s go_d

Write the words in the correct order in the sentences.

1] tent The door open is __________________________

2] comes Air through door the __________________________

3] is warm It air ___________________________________

4] warm is a It day_________________________________

5] air The like tsamba smells ________________________

6] It like fresh smells tsamba ________________________

7] smells It good ___________________________________

8] comes Air through door the __________________________

9] is warm It air ___________________________________

10] warm is a It day_________________________________

11] air The like tsamba smells ________________________

12] It like fresh smells tsamba ________________________

13] smells It good ___________________________________

14] makes ལསཔའམ་བཟོབ | 制做 使得

15] too བ.དནས ཡང འང | 也

16] tent འོད་ | 帐篷

17] through བ.དནས | 通过

18] too བ.དནས ཡང འང | 也

19] tsamba ནག་པོ་ | 糌粑

20] warm རྙ་ | 温暖的
8] makes boy the hungry It ____________________________________________

9] boy The a makes ball tsamba of _______________________________________

10] sits down He _______________________________________________________

11] ball eats the of tsamba He__________________________________________

12] drinks too a bowl of tea He __________________________________________

Crossword Puzzle

Across

3. The tent door is _______.
6. Air comes th______ the door.
8. He ____ a ball of tsamba.
10. It smells _____.
13. ____ comes through the door.
14. The tent ____ is open.
15. ____ of tsamba
16. The boy ______ a ball of tsamba.

Down

1. Air ____ through the door.
2. My family has a t____t on the grassland.
4. He drinks a bowl of milk tea, t______.
5. It is a warm ______.
7. The boy wants to eat because he is __________.
9. It is a w______ day.
11. He ____ a bowl of milk tea.
12. ____ of tea
Answer these questions.

1] What is open? ____________________________________________________
2] Is the tent door open? ____________________________________________
3] What comes through the door? ____________________________________
4] Does air come through the door? _________________________________
5] Is the air cold? _________________________________________________
6] What is warm? __________________________________________________
7] Is it a cold day? ________________________________________________
8] Is it a warm day? _______________________________________________
9] What does the air smell like? ____________________________________
10] Does the air smell like tsamba? __________________________________
12] Who is hungry? _______________________________________________
13] What makes the boy hungry? ____________________________________
14] Are you hungry? ______________________________________________
15] What does the boy make? _______________________________________ 
16] Who sits down? ________________________________________________
17] What does the boy eat? _________________________________________
18] Who eats the ball of tsamba? ____________________________________
19] What does the boy drink? _______________________________________ 
20] Who drinks a bowl of tea? ______________________________________